Low-cost Gaussian beam profiling with circular irises and apertures.
The fundamental Gaussian TEM00 mode is the most common mode of propagation within various optical devices, modules, and systems. Beam profilers are widely used in accurately ascertaining the cross-sectional irradiance profile of a TEM00 mode for free-space optical communication systems as well as tracking beam evolution when propagating within optical submodules. We demonstrate beam profiling methods that use low-cost, off-the-shelf, widely available circular apertures such as circular irises and spatial filters. In order to demonstrate beam profiling with any circular aperture, we first derive exact analytical expressions for power transmittance of the TEM00 mode through a decentered circular aperture and then use this mathematical derivation to estimate the irradiance profile of a Gaussian beam by 1) fixing the location of a circular aperture and changing its radius, and 2) scanning the entire area of the beam profile by translating a circular aperture of a fixed radius across the region of interest. This method is fast and easily reproducible and simply puts to use circular irises/circular spatial filters, which are commonly available in most optical laboratories. Consequently, the proposed method provides cheap and convenient means to estimate the profile of a Gaussian beam with simple optical components. Our experimental results demonstrate a performance that is comparable to a standard knife-edge-based estimate of beam profile. Moreover, a strong agreement with presented theory validates the analytical expressions derived in this paper.